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Interpolation by Finite Differences  

  As we have seen, the Lagrange interpolation method can be used even though, the 

distances between the points in the data base are not equal, for example            . 

While the finite difference methods, which we will study, can be used only when the 

distances are equal. 

 

For example             . 

Therefore, this can be considered as advantage of using Lagrange method. On the other 

hand, we can point out some disadvantage of using Lagrange method,  

1-lots of mathematical operations 

2-if we would like to add later other data, to the data base, we have to restart from the 

beginning, which means we waste time.  While in finite difference methods, we can add 

any other data later.  

Finite Difference Operators    

The finite difference operators can be classified into three types: 

Forward  , Backward 𝛁  and Center 𝜹.     

In order to understand the difference operators, we divide the interval      , as follows:  

                                                                                      

                                                                                             

where  , is the distance between any two points  

     Forward difference operator  

The Forward difference operator is defined as follows:  

                         

                                                                                        

                      

              (      )   (             )                        

                                             

By the same way, we can find      

    Backword difference operator 
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The Backward difference operator is defined as follows:  
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    Center difference operator 

The centre difference operator is defined as follows:  
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Newton’s formulas by using (Forward, Backward, Center) Finite Difference Operators 

Consider, we have the following data base:  

Where ,                 
       

 
 

   ……………         

   ……………         

 

Our aim to find      , where      ,            

If     close to the beginning of the database (          ), then we use Newton Forward formula, 

which takes the form: 
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while, if    close to the end of the data base,              , then we use Newton Backward 

formula, which takes the form: 

          𝛻   
      

  
𝛻      

  where,                

If     close to the centre of the database, (  ), then we use Newton centre formula, which takes 

the form: 

 (  )        
      

 
           

      

 
     

where             ,        

Steps of Newton’s formulas: 

1- Input the values of           
                   

  

2- Input     

3-set          

4- If     is close to   , and set     
     

 
  compute          and use Newton’s forward 

formula, to find      ,  

If    close to    , set    
     

 
 , compute            and use Newton’s Backward formula, to 

find      ,  

If            , where            set    
     

 
, compute       

      

and use Newton’s center formula, to find      .  

 


